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TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down; click on the name of the call you want to access & the information page will
come up.
• Underneath the picture of the galaxy and the lotus, you will see a blue box with the words Program Archives.
• Click on that box to get to the listing of program archives.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.
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A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Host:

MariettaRobert

Opening Meditation: Angelsu
Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

Sunday started new wave of IK, glyph #2, which is on the first day of the new wave; it was also an equinox – IK
is guided by IK in the destiny chart; supported by Caban, the earth; the spirit guide /
occult teacher is
Cauac the storm; about sudden changes.
26th Sept Thurs – 5 CIMI – Cimi is the world bridger; surrender, transformation; honouring what needs to die;
being the world bridger of past and future; 5 energy is a harmonic tone, about completion.
27th Fri – 6 MANIK – the blue deer, the healing hand; 6 is rhythmic movement that supports that energy
28 st Sat – 7 LAMAT - Lamat is a stargate – access to inter dimensionality
29th Sun – 8 MULUC - telepathy, the moon – 8 is the octave, galactic harmony, relationship; knowledge of atone-ment
30th Mon – 9 OC – 9 is expansion, globalization with the love of the dog
1st OCT Tues – 10 CHUEN – chuen is the monkey, time ot manifest play in our life
2nd Wed – 11 EB - about enlightenment of human kind; activating awareness; being a human service warrior
3rd Thurs – 12 BEN – the skywalker
Sees lots of synchonricities lining up – seeing that we are ONE.
Astrology:

Annie Rose

• Eclipse on the 18th, in Aries – squaring the Cancer chart of American
• The gov't is NOT GOING TO BE SHUT DOWN.
Lots of people on social security, the miliitary – need to be looked after
• The coming week starting today to Oct 4th – we'll see more concern over security issues in the US & in other
countries
• the astrological aspects are favourable for the US -s omething will be clarified, and perhaps minds will open up
about the needs of Americans, in addition to what is done for other countries
• Will see more on gun control; thinks we are starting late on gun control – our children today, teenagers
especially, seem so de-sensitized to how wonderful & what a blessing having life is – she puts the
blame on computer games, TV shows, the media
• Criminals show no respect for age or sex – she is alarmed when young people seem unaffected by taking lives.
• Parents need to take more responsibility for what kids of all ages watch.
• Reference to Walt Disney movies: all the mothers were dead in them. Even the cartoon characters are fighting
– maybe the parents should take issue with this – the violence creates nothing but more violence.
• Feels the elected officials will start to notice this: banning guns is only one part of it – law-abiding citiizens will
not buy guns if they are told not to, but crooks can get what they want.
• She wants to see people get to the root of the problem: the 20s and 30s kids grew up with this media
accessiblity
• The forecast is for financial things to ease up this week. The other aspect is on security of the country.
Aries: have to be careful not to be in a negative frame of mind: be positive this week! They are going to have the
energy to do the cleaning of closets, garages, etc
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Taurus: focussed on money: will think before they buy. Need to be more open to thoughts, desires and views of
loved ones.
Gemini: a little concerned about various kinds of security being unsettled; maybe only need one pair of shoes,
not 3; also have to hold their tongues!
Cancer: have some opportunities with money this week; the financial opportunity that is coming to us may not
happen right now, but very, very quickly. They will also have lots of new ideas coming to them.
• All the signs will be moving forward on their hopes and dreams!
Leo: watch your wallet! They have been mixing money matters with personal affairs – they are usually quick to
make up their minds, but this week they will vacillate
Virgo: they are working too hard! Always feel that they “can do it”! Need to take their time, and don't turn down
offers for help from friends or family. Admit that you need help.
Libra: love autumn! Lots of Libras will have romantic encounters if looking for a significant others – just be
careful! Also stop and visualize all your troubles down the drain when you shower!
Scorpio: will be a little bit wilful this week, which could lead to disagreements. And don't give others advice –
don't overstep your bounds! Don't ignore the needs of friends – curb the desire to tell it like it is!
Sagittarius: they want to get outside! Watch your time – don't waste it! Know what your priority list is & do it.
Capricorn: concentrate on accepting conditions as they are – follow your intuition, plan, to get things done.
• People will ask your opinion as you know how to settle matters, but let them tell you the entire problem
before you offer your opinion.
Aquarius: They have been a little more relaxed of late. Their self-confidence seems to be growing which is
good. They should look after themselves – look at dietary matters, grooming matters – will find things are
better for you. They are gifted in so many ways, they often start too many projects – in terms of health
matters, start now.
Pisces: always want to help; are influenced by their strong partners. If something is going on, they will want to
go – need to think if they really or need want to be there, and to analyze where they spend their money.
And if you have a disagreement with someone, don't think you have to dissolve the relationship.
Tara: observes that what AR has said about all the signs is related to having imagination, something that brings
a higher dimension to our lives.
Brings some quotations about imagination
MR: Imagination is more important than knowledge [George Bernard Shaw]
T: Reason asks questions; Imagination finds the answers.
Caller1: Brings up AR's comments about guns and video games and his generation: one game is very harsh &
reflects the kind of violence that comes from Black Ops and the various scenes lately. His generation
has focussed on this because their society has reflected this – wars always going on is what they grew
up with; Indigos are very sensitive to it. Many of the Indigos, Millenials have no where to take the
questions – no elders,
AR: speaks of being young when they moved from a city to the farm, where she watched life come into being.
• Remembers that it was important for the family to eat together and discuss what they had done, were
worried about – nowadays with economics and 2 parents working – sees what he is saying, yet feels that
the young people can encourage gov't leaders to stop and think how they can improve family life so kids
are more sensitive. Speaks of teenagers not respecting their elders
C1: grew up in a family in which some spanking went on; family grew up well-mannered. Sees society changing
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& how the dark hats have broken down the family structure – bullies are more prevalent now as they
have no way to express themselves – they don't know how to express themselves or how to be creative
AR: and not allowed to talk at home: whatever the time most family members are home, sit down together & eat.
C!: grew up in cities – not a lot of support; played a lot of sport, hide-n-go seek Don't see that happening
these days.
• Many kids today are emotionally introverted. Today there are more Indigos being shut down – at
school, like the 5 year old kid who put up her hand to go to the Bathroom and got arrested!!!
• This tears rifts between the generations, the younger ones won't talk to the older; the older generation
does not see the pain the younger ones are enduring.
T: Thom Hartmann was talking about this today: a caller told Thom that from the age of 3 and up, the
children
are treated as commodities, trained to do nothing but consume and a form of narcissism - being raised
with having the best skin, car, etc, which leads to concern only for self. Plus the religiousity of black and
white, right and wrong pervading society: kids are terrified to speak up, given the rigidity they see in the
society around them. The games are meant to keep that trap going.
C1: the games are beginning to change – building in imagination and creativity that is being thwarted by the
GMO foods
T: on another level, the corporation has been providing food in the schools, same kind as goes to prisoners - and
it has been contaminated for over a decade,. Because you are in the millenial group and you have twin
girls, you can do it better, as you are part of the new consciousness & have the power of the imagination
to make changes.
AR: marvels at the young people in the computer age – saw a news item about a freshman at college who got
some of his friends and they went to the mall, a 2 storey building. They started to sing christmas carols –
in 2 hours they had the whole mall singing. They were invited back every night – it was the happiest
christmas for everyone because they had someone leading
• Important to get back to being caring human beings – start with something small!
T: did it all her life. The sound vibration cuts through all the negativity. There are rap singers doing spiritual
singing.
C1: part of a rap group doing just that. Used to be that hip hop and rap brought up subject of guns.
• Wants to see the laws more locked down! More ways to protect themselves than with guns
T: one of her sons was in a martial arts class while he was in school – a non-violent arts technique. His teacher
was straight from Japan – a teacher of the doh – the kids said “ohm, peace” when they made a move.
Malalla from Pakistan was in the news, the female leading the fight for girls to go to school – she was at UN
headquarters again – she called for universal education for all children; instead of sending guns, send
pens; instead of sending soldiers, send teachers. She brought up the subject of immersion
AR: the way to kill violence is to use kindness – from birth on up - may take a while, and this is not about writing
a law – even if the law is good, there are judges and lawyers
• Speaks of the difference between “may” and “shall” [“ shall” sentence gives the rule; “may'
comments of one caller not heard - a lot with echoes – can't hear
C1: both his parents are ministers; raised non-denominational and in the church; the level of communication we
are at [those on the call] means it is difficult to connect with churches: many preachers do not allow their
congregation to speak out on whatever the subject is
• having smaller groups allows easier communication
Caller: Visualize heaven on earth and manifest it
T: “Occupy Love” - a new 2 hour documentary by Valcrow Zipper who explores the importance of love across the
planet
• It is the millenials who are occupying love across the planet” - they have been brutally treated –
already happening across the planet
• reads about imagination, its meaning and its purpose – imagination is the tool of the soul
without imagination, we stay stuck in the past; imagination comes from the soul.
Only through imagination can we become multi-dimensional
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AR: universe is full of possibilities; imagination is the key to unlocking them
Creative Visualization by Shakti Gawain – works!
The Super Beings by John Randolph Price, a book she handed out
T: young people love this book
C1: to re-emphasize: martial arts are important for young men – learning the peaceful way of handling energy
and to connect to nature
C2: one thing to do is overcome those who use video games that teach violence
T: there are video games that don't; those who know about this need to guide others to those games!
C3: they are recruiting kids in Portland via the video games – need Cities of Light, green technologies, all kinds
of programs to interrupt this cycle!
T: Annie started this!
MR: always ends all her phone calls with “Let's just see how we can help each other”.
• She has worked with a company for years, called Light Year Wireless.
• Most people have a cell phone, and each pays a cell phone bill –
• Lightyear's program: if each one enrolls and gets the service, and invites 3 who sign up, the original
person gets the service for free. It goes out from there.
• She hesitated a lot before bringing this up - two websites to look at.
www.marietta.lightyearwireless.com
www.marietta.mylightyear.com
• People who enroll with her: she will use it to help her pay the BBS bill
• there are many ways to structure this
T: a brother in AZ signed up for a free Obama phone, only gives him 4 hours/month; he has no money – could
such a one get started with no money and make some money?
MR: to do it as a business, have to stars with $49 – company is expanding.
• Have a contract with the gov't to give phones away to those who are having $ problems. This is
coming, the contract is there but they will be getting things going after this Friday
• Need to get creative to get this done for him in AZ.
• Could also help T & R with their phone bill – it allows total unlimited voice, text, data.
• There is no contract, can bring in own phone, own number – simpler than anything else
• They can do this because the major carriers – will spend $7 million a day on advertising to try and switch
people from one carrier to another; Lightyear is one of the groups given some of the business and is
setting up fund-raising programs for groups – she feels it has a lot of potential
• good things coming from this
T: knows several who need the free thing – can also look at getting a business: how does one start without $?
MR: nothing is impossible!
MR: if you want to do it as a business, need $49
$49 – unlimited phone minutes
$69 – unlimited phone & text
$119 – unlimited phone, text, data
• company also has landlines so can get unlimited long distance; also available Dish Network, Direct TV
• Company has been in existence for 18 years; MR has been dealing with them for at least 10 years
• Almost anything available in the communication line!
Hard News
R: quite a day today! The criminals in Congress have shown an absolute refusal to work with Mr 19.5*
• has to do with the issue of the transnational corporations and the Billionaire Boys' Club who own the
members of Congress who get their orders from the TNCs and the BBClub
• the NRA is a domestic terrorist organization that these groups play with. Since earlier this summer and the
Sandy Hook story, pieces of the story have not seen the light of day: we are in bed with Israel and the
Black Ops people who are running the show in the Middle East – El Missra in Syria, the group in Kenya
– all are Black Ops
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• The Empire of the US is dying: these guys refuse to work with the Pres – on the road to shutting the gov't
down by Monday or Tuesday – this whole experience is exposing their criminal activities
• has to do with the masters who control them by the purse strings, and the lobbyists who play with
these folks: if you wish to continue holding your seat, you will take the $5000 or $10,000 I am giving you,
won't you Mr McCain, Mr McConnell, Mr Boehner, etc?
• KOS says they are guilty of breaking their oath of office, which is sedition and treason
R brought up the 14th Amendment with KOS, and read it to Larry of Larry, Curly & Mo, galactics
• the Vatican Amendment, Section 4, the Amendment through which the Vatican took over the world
through the Club of Rome, and being above the law.
Section 4:
• The validity of the public debt of the US, authorizied by law, including debts incurred for payment for pensions,
bounties for services in suprressing insurrection or rebellion shall not be questioned.
T: Which means the President can take money as necessary to call for whatever he needs to call for
in order to suppress any insurrection or rebellion - both are coming directly from Congress
• Yet neither the US nor any state shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or
rebellion against the United States or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any slave.
T: This has to do with the economic slavery we have right now: this covers what they want to do by
literally taking away any person's right to live – has to do with the Affordable Care Act, the food stamp
thing, & gov'ts across the country have been stealing people's pensions for the last decade or two with
no intention of paying them back.
• Yet all such debts, obligations or claims shall be held illegal and void.
Section 5: The congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.
Rama asked KOS and Larry about Section 5: when Congress is the one conducting the treason, then what?
KOS, Larry: there are certain situations that have already been put in motion; this involves the galactics, the
realm in which we believe the impossible, the improbable, because this is where it steps into nonordinary reality!!
• The new President of Iran has talked consistently of Zero Nukes – this is a lead in to the next step!
• Zero nukes across the planet brings in the Global Zero program of Valerie Plame, Queen Noor, Bono
and others – and then the galactics can land. This is a step in the right direction!
• This is a change in the course of direction for the planet which leads us to global peace and to the
earth becoming the 33rd nation of the Intergalactic Confederation of Worlds
KOS, Larry: there are provsions that need to be dealt with as there are no solutions to the constitutional
crisis
T: this is the first time in the history of our country that there will be a default of the US for not paying the bills –
taking the country and the economy hostage - this is treason!
R: they want to kill the hostage! And they don't care!
R: explains the process:
• At a certain given point here, a signal is given and it goes to all the satellites around the planet – tthe
satellites hook up with all the amino acid chips in the ships of the Ashtar Command;
• at the same time, members of the White Knight forces will lawfully take control of the media, and
information will be given to the people of the planet
• Then all kinds of people who are whistleblowers [Amy Goodman, Rachel Maddow, etc ] when they are fully
backed up by the Foreces of Lght, can really talk about what has been going on about an alien race that
65 million years ago, when the supposed meteor crash landed in the Gulf of Mexico, began to mess with
the development of the civlization of this planet
• The “meteor” was an escape pod from the Nibiru, and the draconian forces landed and went about
invading and taking over planet earth. It has been going on a lot longer than this but this was one of
the convergence points when an ancient culture came and interfered in the development of the
civilization on earth.
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• There is light at the end of the tunnel: lots of folks talking about these things to get the message to the people
• Has to do with Full Disclosure, First Contact – as the forces of light cover the folks on earth, then there can
be ways of discussing things in a logical format, with zero violence.
T: KOS said the nukes are already disabled around the planet– they will have to talk, as they have nothing
left! They may think they can try something, but they cannot.
R: the stories of our ancient cultures will be brought forward. Iran & Palestine ARE NOT THE ENEMY!
• Why has Irsael ordered the UN weapon inspectors out of the country at gun point if they want to live?
• This is an issue that needs to be discussed: Israel has never allowed inpsectors in to check on the
chemical weapons or the nuclear stash.
• Israel is the culprit in Syria along with Syria, and the Empire in the US has played both ends against
the middle
• The story of the ancient, ancient cultures that came from the stars has been hidden, written out of
history, and those coming in have used misqualified energy to affect the people of earthquake
• the people of Iran are ancient Aryans who were originally part of the blond, blue-eyed visitors that were
part of the Pleiadians, Lyrans, Andromedans and other groups.
• along the way, they came to believe the story about separating the mind from the heart. As these
stories are shared, there can be closure & healing can begin.
T: Billionaire Boys club & International corporations – “they have stuck the dagger of Lucifer in the heart of
the Constitution”. Shelley Adelson, Mitt Romney, the Koch Bros, Bush-Clinton Crime Family, to name a
few: they are simply refusing to fund the government. This is the first time in the US that the Republicans
opposing the Democrats have given the finger to all of America and the President.
R: when he calls folks on the radio shows and asks if this is treason & sedition, and don't we have a
constitutional crisis, he gets hung up on, so I ask you, King of Swords, if this is so?
KOS: yes [ it is treason]
• the chips are falling where they may
• they are playing with a master of 5th dimensional chess, and they are barely playing checkers.
• we are at a point where the ones in place to do the right thing will be given a signal which goes to all the
satellites around the planet, as it is given, the satellites will hook up with all the amino acid computers in
all the star ships around the earth – which are in the trillions
• at the same time this happens, Faction 3 White Knights will take over the media – Rachel for example could
say “Special Breaking News” and give her mike over to the White Knight who will give a news and
information session to the whole world. [T: We will recognize when the white knights / galactics are
speaking: there is a radiance emanating from them.]
R: What will they say?
KOS: They will discuss that we have a situation on our hands that demands a sudden change of venue.
R: What will that be? KOS: We can say no more.
R: What about martial law?
KOS - developing as we speak; can say no more
• You may see ships appearing simultaneously in major cities across the planet while this is happening.
• All military technologies will be shut down on the whole planet, once that signal is given
• the rest of us will still have access to our energy, computers, etc – we'll be ok – just the military
across the world will be disabled.
KOS: Pres Dr Rhouani has been signalling all countries on the planet in the last few days – as the rep of
Mother Persia
T: • Obama was Akbar the Great, an Islamic Mogul king of all of India
• he was overlit by El Morya, AA Michael on the Excalibar sword of truth, the sapphire blue light of truth –
the first ray, and Obama was merged with that energy as Akbar the Great
• he ended 49 wars as the Mogul King and brought in the Persian Sufi poets, dancers, musicians artists,
at the time of the Renaissance when Persia and India were merged in the Islamic tradition
• Obama knows how to work with the ancient history and energy of Persia/ Iran
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• Dr Rhouani said they will never create any nukes; have had 12 for 30 years as a fail safe against Israel, the
Great Satan with 300 nukes!
• his message to every country on the planet is that there should be zero nukes on the planet
• he knows that behind the scenes, the galactics are waiting; he's in touch with Dr Keshe & knows about
all that technology, too.
• Larry backed up what was said, and that Harry Reid has a big task between now and Monday: pray
peaceful solutions – any non-compliance on any person's part, Repbu or Dem, will produce arrests.
R: asked about dinar and dong
KOS: none of these things pay out
T: stay focussed on NESARA, not on anything else!!!
Don't be distracted; stay on the higher vibrations as we shared in the roundtable discussions!!!!
• Everything comes through NESARA – THAT IS THE REAL NEWS!
Thom Hartmann on the Trans Pacific Partnership: like Free Trade on Steroids – it is so toxic, it is being kept
secret – there are many, many Asian countries involved + US, Britain, Israel
• it is the most odious thing we have ever done!
• Behind it: Ronnie Reagan [a puppet of Bush Sr], Kissenger, Bush Sr, Romney & others
T&R asked KOS about it & Carolyn Kennedy: the powers that be are threatening to kill her if she does not talk
about it
• Through the TTP, have been privatizing the commons in the US!!!
R: that is why they want to privatize the police, fire dep't – if you don't pay your bribe money to the local police
dep't or fire department, your house will burn!
• Also education; prisons; using corporate prisoners and paying them $1 to $10 to make things – a
super poison pill.
• Lisa Gray of The Centre for Media and Democracy was on the show, talking of the outsourcing of work from
the US through this TPP
• Thom asked who started this: a task force in the 80s under Reagan/Bush Sr/Koch Bros & Citizens for
a Sound Economy [a previous Koch Bros organization] which led to prisons to be privatized & being
guaranteed 90% occupancy whether someone committed a crime or not
R: Google has gotten in bed with ALEC [american legistlavie exchange council] –
BOYCOTT GOOGLE AND USE DUCKDUCKGO.COM – started by a light worker.
• Duckduckgo.com – does not track you; no cookies on your computer, don't monitor you, don't send
your info to the NSA.
• Google is married to the Black Ops – you get a file started on you and turn you into a criminal
• STOP USING GOOGLE ALTOGETHER!
T: Jaime Diamon has been resisting the crimes his bank has been accused of and is lying to Congress.
• Thom Hartmann said he is a psychopath – both business and politics are filled with psychopaths
• in the regular population, distribution is around 1%; in Business, politics, it is 20%
• A region of their brains activates in which they enjoy causing pain, death – they don't care.
R: This comes from the programming of the ancient draconians on the planet
T: the elite are high functioning psychopaths
Thom Hartmann: when the conservatives are in power, suicides go up exponentially [a BBC report]
• Described what happened to Aaron Alexis [one who shot people in the Washingtong Navy yard]
• he was completely attacked by ELF waves and other means of messing with his brain for
several months until he was completely progammed via the MK Ultra program
• Edward Snowden is an American hero. He, Julian Assange, Chelsea Manning have been nominated
for a Nobel Peace prize.
T: on NHK: confirmed today: discovered that all the plates under the Fukishima Plant have been leaking for the
last 2.5 years. Tried to use foam to seal up the leaks under the plants – no success.
• Testing all in the water: all the geiger counters in Japan are rigged, tests no good.
• Do not eat fish! And in the US, all the waters are full of mercury poison
Greece: have had a second strike
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Kenya: People from US, Canada, Kenya, Finland, Britain, Sweden & other countries lost in the violence
Liberia: President Charles Taylor – lost his appeal: gets 50 years in prison!
• Took his orders from the 13 families – gave a blood diamond to an actress – a super expensive
diamond.
• Bush Sr, Pat Robertson controlled the purse strings to the diamond mines in the country; used children
to do the mining & to shoot people who got in the way.
• They shut down mines with people in them by covering them up with dirt!
• They paid Taylor off: he committed genocide, and other acts of violence against his people
Rachel Maddow: on Tuesday nightyesterday
• Article 314 that the courts of the US have been complying with this Article since 1978
• If the father is an American and the Mother is a Mexican, the parents must be married for the
child to have dual citizenship
• If the parentage of the kids was mixed and the parents weren't married: kid was Mexican and
no American parentage.
• one problem: the courts in US have been abiding by Article 314 of the Mexican Constitution DOES NOTEXIST.
THERE ARE ONLY 136 ARTICLES IN THAT CONSTITUTION. So how did we get to over 300 articles?
• Sorry about the last 35 years of totally made up court rulings, based on nothing! It's all been a big
misunderstanding !
• These guys have been doing whatever they have wanted, and this is another of those stories.
The Permian Extinction: 250 million years ago - triggerd by a volcanic eruption in Siberia; took 10,000 years to
raise the temperature to produce enough carbon dioxide in the atmosphere by 5* which then triggered
the methane gas in the ocean to release which doubled the warming & killed off things on the earth.
• We are producing Carbon dioxide at a much faster rate than during the Permian Extinction – we already have
5% more moisture in our atmosphere; the 1st thing that happens is that the waters heat up
• saw this first hand when at a conference in FL: only thing that could survive in the Florida waters
were jelly fish – everywhere. All the other fish have died off. [Global Cohesive Economics]
• KOS said that was for real; the threat to kill the whole family of the head of the program was what affected
their decision to remain in the program
• the other program was JET 99 - Bush Sr murdered the head of that program in cold blood to stop the
Lightworkers from prospering from that, too.
• 130 people were killed at Westgate Mall in Kenya
Pakistan: 7.8 earthquake in SW Pakistan: 30,000 sq km affected; approaching 400 dead – it is a very romote
place – a small mud island formed off the coast of Pakistan, with a methane gas bubble underneath.
• This is the 3rd time this area has been affected.
Caller: mentioned the TTP
T: The Trans Pacific Partnership has been going on since the time of Reagan, though not passed in Congress.
Caller: understands that according to Ed Schultz that Obama is behind it?
T: just like Carolyn Kennedy is behind it:
• it is because of the criminals who are pushing the river and will kill people who do not go along
KOS: this is the 13 families, it will not happen; these guys are gonna get it!
Very important to focus on NESARA,
India: huge flood in western India; 15,000 lost PRAY HELP FOR THESE AREAS.
Israel: the Israeli police have clashed with visitors – Palestinians have been arrrested, many injured.
Iran: Dr Rouhani has acknowledged the holocaust and said that goes for those who have created another
Holocaust in Palestine! Obama is playing 5th dimensional chess, and this one is helping.
T: repeats the words of ”Imagine all the people” which included a few extra words & was sung in Farsi to the
Israeli people!
Closing:
Cathy Lauren
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